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God of the UniverseGod of the Universe
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ObservingObserving aboveabove the the EarthEarth’’ss
atmosphereatmosphere

R. Tousey H. Friedman

The V2 rocket



WhereWhere ApophisApophis nevernever winswins

B. LyotB. Lyot

LagrangianLagrangian point L1point L1



On 14 January 2002, Comet Machholz
turned around the Sun and offered a 
unique demonstration of Ludwig 
Biermann’s interpretation that the 
plasma tail  of comets is structured by 
the solar wind and always directed 
opposite to the Sun.

The Solar System LaboratoryThe Solar System Laboratory



AmonAmon RêRê exerts its controlexerts its control



HelioseismologyHelioseismology: : ““lookinglooking”” inside inside 
the Sunthe Sun



ULYSSESULYSSES
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1992-1997

A Unique view of the HeliosphereA Unique view of the Heliosphere

ULYSSES Orbit at solar minimum ULYSSES Orbit at solar minimum 
1998-2000

ULYSSES Orbit at solar maximumULYSSES Orbit at solar maximum



Celebrating Celebrating NoutNout from Spacefrom Space



When space goes back in timeWhen space goes back in time
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The oldest (first?) lightThe oldest (first?) light



The first galaxiesThe first galaxies
6.336.33

3.563.56

2.402.40

2.372.37

2.012.01

1.181.18

1.111.11

AgeAge of the of the UniverselUniversel = 13.7 = 13.7 MdMd YY

CrCrééditdit : Robert Williams. et al. (1997) : Robert Williams. et al. (1997) STScISTScI



MappingMapping DarkDark MatterMatter



Black Hole Black Hole AstrronomyAstrronomy



DetectingDetecting Black Black HolesHoles



X rays are ideal to detect black holes X rays are ideal to detect black holes 
(Deep field from Chandra)(Deep field from Chandra)



NGC 6093NGC 6093



Looking to and through dustLooking to and through dust

175  microns (ISO)

Visible 24  microns (Spitzer)

Combination 24+70+160  microns (Spitzer)



X ray image by  Chandra

Chandra

Infrared imageInfrared image (VLT)(VLT)
VLT (ESO)

A 2.6 billion solar masses Black HoleA 2.6 billion solar masses Black Hole
hidden in the dusthidden in the dust

Sgr A*

Power of multi spectral Observations: Power of multi spectral Observations: 
Our Milky WayOur Milky Way‘‘s Black Holes Black Hole

Credit: Credit: R.GenzelR.Genzel



From the Birth to the Death of starsFrom the Birth to the Death of stars



The The TarentulaTarentula NebulaNebula: a stars : a stars craddlecraddle



Collapsing cloud

104 yr

Disk & Jet

106 yr

Protoplanetary
system

108 yr
Planetary
system

109 yr

Formation of StarsFormation of Stars
and Planetsand Planets



A baby StarA baby Star



Just Dust and GasJust Dust and Gas



Dust Rings around StarsDust Rings around StarsWeinberger et al. 1999,
ApJLet, 525, L53



The The CrabCrab



PlanetaryPlanetary NebulaeNebulae



The The 
essential essential 
role of role of 

astronauts astronauts 
for serving for serving 
& repairing & repairing 

HubbleHubble
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After Cosmic Discovery, M. Harwit
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Telescope Sensitivity & DiscoveriesTelescope Sensitivity & Discoveries



Hipparcos:  first 
astrometry mission

The astrometry revolutionThe astrometry revolution



Exploring!Exploring!



Discovering New WorldsDiscovering New Worlds



Huygens probe landing on TitanHuygens probe landing on Titan



Observing the invisible Observing the invisible 
surfaces of Solar System surfaces of Solar System 

objectsobjects

VenusVenus

MarsMars

HalleyHalley’’s comets comet



MarsMars











Planet of the Planet of the 
Future?Future?

GebGeb



MesuringMesuring the Earththe Earth’’s Fevers Fever

Courtesy of Remko Scharroo, 
NOAA,US

Courtesy of Remko Scharroo, 
NOAA,US

Altimetry measurements 
Trend +3 mm/yr

Altimetry measurements 
Trend +3 mm/yr

Sea Surface temperature riseSea Surface temperature rise

ATSR/AATSR measurements   
Trend 0.13±0.03°C/decade

ATSR/AATSR measurements   
Trend 0.13±0.03°C/decade

Courtesy of David Llewellyn Jones, Univ. Leicester, UKCourtesy of David Llewellyn Jones, Univ. Leicester, UK

Sea Level riseSea Level rise
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Courtesy of Steffen Beirle, Univ. Heidelberg, DCourtesy of Steffen Beirle, Univ. Heidelberg, D

Checking Anthropogenic PollutionChecking Anthropogenic Pollution
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Vanishing AntarcticaVanishing Antarctica

Antarctica Ice sheet is 
melting off as observed 
by ESA’s Envisat
satellite from 1986 
through to 2002
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Courtesy of ACRI, FCourtesy of ACRI, F

Global Chlorophyll concentrationGlobal Chlorophyll concentration
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Work performed under ESA CategoryWork performed under ESA Category--1 project 11271 project 1127

PI Paul Lundgren JPL,USAPI Paul Lundgren JPL,USA

CoICoI RiccardoRiccardo LanariLanari CNR Napoli, ItalyCNR Napoli, Italy
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Breathing  VolcanoesBreathing  Volcanoes



Mount Fuji as seen by ALOSMount Fuji as seen by ALOS



The Pyramids seen from 800kmThe Pyramids seen from 800km



““HereHere””, seen from 800km, seen from 800km



ConclusionConclusion

In the past 50 years, space research has changed our 
view of the sky above us, including our Sun, 
revealing phenomena hard or impossible to see 
otherwise. It has allowed the exploration of the Solar 
System, including all the planets plus comets and 
asteroids. Our Earth is constantly under surveillance. 
With satellites, we can observe its evolution both 
natural and anthropogenic. 



ConclusionConclusion

This revolution in knowledge and understanding is unique in 
the history of science and humanity. It is of a peaceful nature,
although the same techniques could be used to destroy our 
planet. All the people on Earth should benefit from this unique 
advancement in knowledge. In that respect, there was no better 
place to hold this conference than here in Alexandria close to 
the most famous library.
It is remarkable that Egypt has just joined COSPAR, the 
COmmittee on SPAce Research, forming its 46th member 
country. I would like to congratulate our Egyptian colleagues  
to be part of the COSPAR community and I welcome them. 









TheHubbleTheHubble Deep FieldDeep Field





The Pyramids seen from 800kmThe Pyramids seen from 800km
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Accelerating universeAccelerating universe



Where are we going?Where are we going?
Expanding for everExpanding for ever

What does hold the World?What does hold the World?


